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Chemists Create Synthetic Cytochromes
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CHAMPAIGN, Ill. -- When animals metabolize food or when plants photosynthesize it, electrons
are moved across cell membranes. The "extension cords" of this bioelectrical circuit are mostly
iron-containing proteins called cytochromes.
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Chemist Kenneth S. Suslick and colleagues at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
have created synthetic cytochromes by making a small cyclic peptide that binds to the iron
millions of times more strongly than without the peptide. The scientists report their discovery in a
paper in the Oct. 23 issue of the Journal of the American Chemical Society.
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Cytochromes are heme proteins; that is, the iron is held in the central hole of a doughnut-shaped
heme. Related to hemoglobin and myoglobin -- the red-colored proteins that carry and store
oxygen in blood and muscles -- cytochromes carry electrons rather than oxygen atoms.
"The heme is held very tightly in heme proteins, most commonly by bonds between the iron ion
and the amino acid histidine," said Suslick, a William H. and Janet Lycan Professor of Chemistry
at Illinois. "This bond is much stronger in proteins than it is for a heme binding free histidine.
This makes cytochromes among the most stable of all proteins."
Suslick and his colleagues expected that a cyclic peptide would hold on to the iron ion heme like
a tight ring on a finger. In fact, the researchers found that their cyclic peptide binds to heme 6,000
times more strongly than to two half-sized peptides that are not linked together, and 4 million
times more strongly than histidine itself.
"Most of this effect is called 'preorganization,'" Suslick said. "By preforming the peptide ring, we
make it much easier for the peptide to bind the heme. In addition, the heme stabilizes the
structure of the cyclic peptide by making it fold into a perfect helix."
The synergism of these effects helps explain the important role that heme plays in making heme
proteins so very stable. The heme holds the protein structure together at the same time that the
protein holds onto the heme.
Such synthetic cytochromes may have pharmaceutical uses in the future.
"These heme-peptides are likely to carry electrons and ions across cell membranes," Suslick said.
"This could make them very effective antibiotics, many of which kill bacteria by just this kind of
transport."
The National Institutes of Health funded this work.

Editor's Note: The original news release can be found at
http://www.news.uiuc.edu/scitips/02/1007cytochromes.html

Note: This story has been adapted from a news release issued by University Of Illinois At Urbana-Champaign for journalists
and other members of the public. If you wish to quote from any part of this story, please credit University Of Illinois At
Urbana-Champaign as the original source. You may also wish to include the following link in any citation:
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2002/10/021008065724.htm
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